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Taharly, hack in 
Plymouth, 

could Still • Will 
Cape Times Correspondent 

LONDON.- Eric Tabarly, French holder of the ,single· 
handed transatlantic race trophy and favourite to win 
the third event which started from Plymouth on Satur· 
day, can still win in Penduiek IV, ·in spite of losing more 
·than 60 hours because of his collision in the Atlantic 
on Sunday. 
Geoffrey Williams, skipper of 

the Sir Thomas Lipton, said over 
the ship-to-shore radio yesterday: 
"Any boat starting late may sail 
in to a completely different wind 

, pattern - Tabarly is not to be 
written off yet." 

Assuming tha.t the repaired 
Penduick IV holds together fol
lowing her unsuccessful attempt 
to run down a British coaster, 
and given favourable breezes, the 
big trimaran can still be expected 
to put up an astonishing time for 
the transatlantic crossing driven 

. by a Tabarly hell-bent on saying 
~ "Non" to disaster. 

While Penduick is ripping a 
three-hulled track before tropic 
breezes on probably the southern 
circuit to Newport, Sir Thomas 
Lipton, Britain's last entry, will 
be cleaving her way against the 
prevailing west wind on the 
direct Great Circle route. 

EXACTLY RIGHT 
Sunday's conditions we re 

exactly right to favour the big 
monohull and, when Williams 
'phoned yesterday rooming, the 
wind was due west and his 57-ft. 
yawl was slicing at six knots 
through a nasty lop even though 
the apparent wind speed was 
only nine to 10 knots. 

Sir Thomas Lipton had made 
good 150 miles in a previous 24 
hours in spite of a rough sea in 
what Williams described as "real 
-Atlantic weather". 

For some time he had been 
sailing under head sails and 

mizzen with "the boat taking a 
tremendous hammering", the air 
cold but the sky sunny. 

By noon yesterday, Sir Thomas 
Lipton's speed was back to 9! 
knots clinching close to the 
breeze and following it south as 
it backed in to the west-south
west. 
_ Good calculations revealed that 

Williams was probably leading 
the French Raph (Alain Glicks· 
man) and the British Spirit of 
Cutty Sark (Leslie Williams), 32 
hours out of Plymouth. With at 
least 18 days to go anything can 
happen yet. 

YACHT REPAIRS 
A-ttoam of 10 shipwrights and 

naval engineers gave up their 
Bank Holiday yesterday to get 
Eric Tabarly back in the trans
atlantic race as quickly u pos-
sible. · 

The shipwrights were working 
on a damaged mizen mast and 
are also repairing a broken cross
tree ·and replacing ·another which 
was lost. The engineers, from . 
the Royal Navy Engineering Col· 
lege, Plymouth, repaired the star· 
board float which was damaged 
in a collision with an unknown 
cargo sllip 45 miles west of the 
Scilly Isles. 

Tabarly will set sail again the 
moment work has been com
pleted and he will probably be 
two and a half days behind the 
competitors who started from 
Plymouth Sound on Saturday 
morning. 

Tabarly said last night that he 
would rejoin the race to-day. 
after losing nearly three days 
for repairs to his giant trimaran. 
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